Introduction
Almost all major cities in Indonesia were estabilished during the Dutch-colonial era. The Colonial government constructed city centers not far from the existing village or kampong. The increasing of the urban economics cause the villages develop into trading areas with the village market as center. In Bandung city the area mentioned above is Pasar Baru trading area with the market as a center point. At the beginning this area was known by the row shop houses built with various architectural styles i.e. Traditional Sundanese, Chinesee and Indishe (mixed between European and Indonesian style).
At present, the Pasar Baru area become a trade center serving not only Bandung city but also cities surrounding Bandung. The high demand for trade activity space cause there is little habitable space left, thus the shop houses are used only for trading activity during day time and left empty during night time. Function alteration also could be seen on some shop houses that transforms into offices, restaurants and mini markets, which are also unoccupied during night time.
Besides function alteration also occur on building physic. The shop house tends to transform into irregular shapes such as This paper is going to review the building transformation types caused by land lot dimension and shape change, causative factor and the impact to buildings and the surrounding environment. Will the transformation occurring to these buildings create a new form of the Pasar Baru trade area? Interference from the Local Government is expected to resolve the transformation process considering this area have been set as a cultural heritage in Bandung city. The high number of transformation case is feared to eliminate the remaining cultural heritage building in this area. One way to handle the problem is to directing the transformation by revitalization of the building as one way to preserve the cultural heritage.
Methodology
To review the land lot alteration, accurate field data is required, so grounded research is estimated fit for this paper. A few case studies are chosen and grouped based on land lot dimension change; divided and fused. Besides of that, search of old data from literature such as history books, pictures and earlier research. Some interviews are held to competent sources IE building owners, Local Government and local community to complete needed data. This research is considered qualitative research because there is no mathematics calculation in each case study.
Measurement and Analysis

I.Literature Review
I.1 Territorial Expansion;
In this paper the term of territorial expansion is the expansion of area caused by the expansion of land lots. The expansion of land lots tend to be followed by changes in elements located on it, which is building. This could lead the transformation, as Habraken (1983) state: site can be transformed by the addition, removal or change the position of elements.
I.2 Building Transformation
According to Antoniandes (1990) transformation is a slowly changing process until it reaches its peak. Changes are responses to external and internal influences that direct the changing from known shapes before, through repeatedly reduplicating or doubling the object. Alexander (1987) describes transformation as a slow and unpredictable process with the beginning and end shifting, depending on the influencing factors. The nature is comprehensive and sustainable and has connections with social values in the society. In the presence of various forces, architecture of physical forms, mainly buildings, transform through changes to their shapes. Those changes carry with them significant influences to shaped spaces, through either inner space formations, outer formation or space formations in between.
I.3 Conservation Area
In Bandung city there are 7 area that have been established as conservation area. These area considered worthy of preservation because of its special architectural and historic interest, one of them is China town. China town locate in the city centre of Bandung close to Pasar Baru market; so that many of shop houses at Pasar Baru area have Chinese architectural style. In the city center there is China town which also conservation area. The location of China town close to Pasar Baru market According to the term conservation area nearly always applies to an area (usually urban or the core of a village) considered worthy of preservation or enhancement because of its special architectural or historic interest.
II. Pasar Baru area as a case study II.1 Location
The Pasar Baru area is the oldest commercial area which located at Otto Iskandardinata Street in the city center of Bandung. Otto Iskandardinata Street is a second class street in Bandung. This street cut perpendicular the first street, Asia Afrika and connect the Resident's house (the head of Bandung and the surroundings) in the North with the Tegallega horse racetrack in the South part of Bandung (Figure 1 ).
II.2 Historical back ground
The Pasar Baru area originated from a kampong. The colonial government implemented grid pattern for this area that was planned to be the city center. So that plantation farms become divided into blocks with various extents and every block was surrounded by 4 streets. Every block consists of outer block, along the streets and inner block inside. Rapid development of the city encourage change. Slowly but surely the outer part of the block becomes more and more dense by buildings well ordered facing the main street. These buildings follows regulation issued by the Colonial government, as for the ownership of the land lot. Different case happens in the inner block, land is controlled and managed by the indegenous people as customary land and buildings were built without permit and with no rules to follow (Figure 2 ). (Figure 3) . The entryway into the block is in the form of alley between rows of buildings of the outer block. The succses of tea and quinine plantation arround Bandung increases the economic matters to the city and brings impact to the city development. In the year 1906 Bandung was assinged as a municipality (gementee), so the city government have the right to built its own city, then some Building Regulations were issued, one of them were that buildings along the main streets (outer block) should be permanent buildings (Kunto, 1984) . This encourages transformation to main street buildings included Otto Iskandardinata street (before; Pasar Baroe weg). Transformation foremostly is seen in the Pasar Baru trade area, buildings transforms into shop houses, beginning by adding impermanent shop function in the front part. This form is the pioneer of the shop houses along the trade area of Otto Iskandardinata street or Pasar Baru area (Figure 4 ). Transformation is also followed by change of land ownership. The skill and precistence of the Chinese people in the trading field, slowly but surely replace the indigenous traders. This is seen by the domination of Chinese shop house in the Pasar Baru area, followed by other buildings along the Otto Iskandardinata street (Figure 4 ). 
II.3 Typology of shop house
Observation on site nowadays could still find the remains of old buildings. Some are not intact anymore, some others have changed. From some of the remaining left, the original shape could be recognised. Various factors have changed, one of them is road widening that causes the building's facade changed, the beauty of architectural style disappeared. The other factor is the implementation of arcade system on the pedestrian sidewalk, its causes the front part of the house used as pedestrian, reducing the building area. From the various architectural styles found, some shop house types along Otto Iskandardinata street ( Figure 5 ).
II.4 Present Condition
II.5 The Transformation
As presented before, buildings in this area have experienced changes several times. Beginning with building material change, function change and building physical change with several causative factors. Those changes occurs only to buildings located alongside the street or outer block. The inner block in general dont experience significant change. From observation on site nowadays, transformation in the inner block have also accured. Buildings in the inner block transforms following buildings in the outer block so there is no difference between buildings in the inner and the outer block.
Observation to a few cases found two types of transformation, see in table of analysis 2 
Analysis of type 2:
The building transformation that occurs parallel with the expansion and merger of land lot.
-In case 1, division done, the ownership bought new land lot and merged it. The construction occurs gradually along with the land lot purchase prosess.
-In case 2, merge some land lot and simultaneously development by individual.
-Case 1 and 2 produce irregular buildings, identical to the land lot shape.
-In case 3: Division is done simultaneously or at once after the land purchase prosess is finished. This type of transformation produce new shop house building type which consist several unit to sell or to rent. This type of commercial building most common in the commercial area in some big cities in Indonesia. 
Conclusion
The change of land lot ownership is believed to be the driving factor of the site transformation, both fragmentation and amalgamation. Expansion of land mainly occurs toward the inner block which will gradually eliminate residential areas in the city center. Similarly, the dominance of trading activities in shop house building also eliminates the residence space.
Both transformation type, fragmentation and amalgamation create new form of shop house, vertical modern replace the traditional one. Many transformation cases in Pasar Baru area changed the character of Pasar Baru, from the row of low-storey into the row of mediumstorey shop house. This change is supported by the increasing of technology and the economy of the city.
Change is inevitable but it is expected the transformation that has occurred does not eliminate some old shop houses which The process of transformation building and site
